STRATEGIC TRANSPORT CONSULTATION

Welcome

Bath and North East Somerset Council
(B&NES) is considering options for:
1. A corridor connecting the A4175 (North) with
the A4 Bath Road to the east of Keynsham.
2. South East Bristol and Whitchurch Strategic
Transport Schemes.
The process included analysing existing transport
challenges and identifying and assessing potential
solutions. The Council has also considered whether
proposed schemes are value for money.

Hicks Gate roundabout

The options considered have been informed by the
previous Joint Transport Study (JTS), which responded
to the current and future connectivity challenges in the
wider West of England.
The options aim to mitigate the effects of future
development on the local transport network and
meet the principles of sustainable travel.

Junction at Avon Mill Lane

LONG
LIST
Stage 1: Strategic and Management

Stage 2: Economic and Financial

Performance against corridor objectives and
deliverability

Economic, environmental, wellbeing
and affordability

Pass/Fail Drivers

Strategic - pass
• At least moderate impaction mitigating demand
from Joint Spatial Plan growth.
• Overall moderate impact on average for other
objectives.
Management - pass
• Deliverable before 2036.

Economic - pass
• No major adverse impact for any aspects.
Financial - pass
• Likely to be affordable even if there are high costs
and high financial risk.

• High or low complexity and risk.

SHORT
LIST

JOINT LOCAL TRANSPORT PLAN

What is a Joint Local Transport Plan?

The Joint Local Transport Plan (JLTP)
sets out the way that the West of England
authorities plan strategically for transport
up to 2036.
It aims to improve transport for everyone whilst
meeting wider objectives such as promoting economic
growth, protecting our environment, improving safety
and promoting healthy living.
Park and Ride

The JLTP is being led by the West of England
Combined Authority in partnership with Bath & North
East Somerset Council, Bristol City Council, South
Gloucestershire Council and North Somerset Council
and seeks to develop a new vision for transport in the
West of England.

schemes yet which will transform how we move
around. Improvements to public transport will include
the introduction of new Metrobus schemes, mass
transit such as trams, improvements to cycling and
pedestrian facilities, more frequent train services as
well as improvements to the most congested parts of
our highway network.

What will it contain?

Why should you get involved?

This will be the fourth JLTP and will set out objectives
and priorities for transport investment. The JLTP
will set out how the West of England authorities
are planning to tackle some of the region’s biggest
transport challenges such as congestion, increasing
public transport use and poor air quality. It will
set out our most ambitious programme of major

Transport decisions affect everyone, from the moment
you step outside your home until you reach your
destination. However, investment decisions can
be complex. Whether your interests are personal
or commercial, we need to know how transport
investment can be used to improve the quality of the
transport network and secure homes and jobs for all.

Who prepares the Joint Local Transport Plan?

How to get involved
The draft Joint Local Transport Plan will be
published for consultation on Monday 7th January
2019 for six weeks and will be available at:
www.travelwest.info
You can tell us your views by completing our
transport priority simulator and filling in the
questionnaire. Copies will also be available to
view at the Council’s One Stop Shops in Bath,
Keynsham and Midsomer Norton.
Please complete the online questionnaire by
Monday 18th February 2019.
Public transport

NORTH KEYNSHAM

The Need

Traffic surveys were undertaken around
Keynsham in July 2016.
The data indicates that around 40% of all light vehicle trips
have an origin or destination outside of Keynsham, with a high
proportion of these likely to be outward commuting trips.
The 2011 Census indicates that the car remains the
predominant mode of travel for residents of Keynsham and that
most destinations lie outside of the Town. Whilst improvements
will see more people travelling by sustainable modes it is likely
that a large amount of journeys will continue to be made by car.
There is a need to better manage traffic in and around
Keynsham to reduce the impact of traffic on the local
community.

Traffic on Bath Hill

There is the potential for a link road to remove a significant
volume of traffic from routes via the Town and provide much
needed resilience to the local road network.
Current vehicle movements within Keynsham are estimated at:
10am

22,447
7am

3pm

7pm

34,488
Avon Mill Lane junction

40%
of all light vehicle trips have an origin
or destination outside Keynsham.

Keynsham High Street

NORTH KEYNSHAM

The Future
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Projected
vehicle movements, taking into account committed
100023334 (2015)
developments are:
10am
2,150 of these homes are to
be provided in Keynsham.

24,392
(+8.66%)

7am

3pm

7pm

37,571
(+8.94%)

NORTH KEYNSHAM

The Process

The five scheme objectives are to:
1. Improve transport network
resilience and journey time
reliability.

2. Provide effective access to
the new development area in
North Keynsham.

3. Reduce traffic flows and
relieve traffic pressures on
routes through Keynsham.

4. Deliver improved facilities
for pedestrians, cyclists and
effective public transport in
North Keynsham.

5. Not prejudice the
improvement and retention of
traffic reduction measures in
the Town Centre.

A long list of options was
drawn up for this scheme.
Using the process outlined
on the ‘Welcome’ board, the
long list was narrowed down
to the short list of options
you will see on the following
boards.

Avon Mill Lane roundabout

Considerations

Constraints

The following factors have been
considered:

Constraints in the North Keynsham
area through which a new road
would pass include:

• Physical constraints and current
land use.
• Ability to provide suitable
accessibility to the North
Keynsham development area.
• Highway access and network
impacts.
• The economic case, assessing
the value for money.
• The financial case, assessing the
affordability.
• The commercial case, assessing
the funding sources, generation
of income and key risks.
• The management case,
assessing the ease of
implementation, public
acceptability and practical
feasibility.

• Landfill areas.
• Greenbelt.
• Planned development (B&NES
Core Strategy/Place Making
Plan).
• Sites of Nature/Conservation
Interest.
• Other locally important
designations.
• Flood Zones.
• Listed Buildings and Scheduled
Monuments.

NORTH KEYNSHAM

Options

Option 2a: Avon Mill Lane to Pixash Lane

Option 2c: New Junction on A4175 to
Pixash Lane

1. Existing A4/Pixash Lane junction improved with
traffic signals.

As Option 2a, with the following addition:

2. A new bridge would be constructed over the
railway, just east of the existing Grade II listed
bridge that leads to Avon Valley Country Park. The
existing bridge would be a pedestrian/cycle shared
use path and closed to motorised traffic.

5. Connection to the A4175 would be via a new
bridge across the river and new junction south of
Roseneath House.

3. A connection to Avon Mill Lane is via a new road
adjacent to the north side of the sewage treatment
works and through the former paper mill site.
4. Includes a significant improvement to the Avon Mill
Lane/A4175 junction.
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Proposed options
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NORTH KEYNSHAM

Options

Option 3a: Avon Mill Lane to A4 Bath
Road

Option 3c: New Junction to A4175 to A4
Bath Road

1. New junction east of Broadleaze Nursery, with new
road connection over railway through land to the
east of the Ashmead Industrial Estate.

1. New junction East of Broadleaze Nursery as Option
3a.
3. Access through the Broadmead Lane bridge would
be retained as a one-way vehicular link to the new
road.

2. The existing Grade II listed Pixash Lane bridge over
the railway would be a pedestrian/cycle shared use
path and closed to motorised traffic.

6. Alternative connection to the A4175 with a bridge
and new junction South of Roseneath House.

3. Access through the Broadmead Lane bridge would
be retained as a one-way vehicular link to the new
road.
4. Connection to Avon Mill Lane via a new road
adjacent to the north side of the sewage treatment
works and through the former paper mill site.
5. Includes a significant improvement to the Avon Mill
Lane/A4175 junction.
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Proposed options
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NORTH KEYNSHAM

Performance of Options

Option 2a: Avon Mill Lane
to Pixash Lane

Option 2c: New Junction on A4175
to Pixash Lane

£27.3million

£50.1million

Delay per vehicle
of 4 minutes
52 seconds in
AM peak

Low cost,
high benefit

Delay per vehicle
of 4 minutes
46 seconds in
AM peak

Medium cost,
medium benefit

COST
COST

BENEFITS

AM journey time saving

BENEFITS

AM journey time saving

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

3 minutes
29 seconds

2 minutes
15 seconds

4 minutes
28 seconds

4 minutes
37 seconds

Do nothing
Delay per vehicle of
5 minutes 15
seconds in AM
peak
JOURNEY TIME

WESTBOUND
10 minutes
14 seconds

Option 3a: Avon Mill Lane
to A4 Bath Road

JOURNEY TIME

EASTBOUND
9 minutes
5 seconds

Option 3c: New Junction on
A4175 to A4 Bath Road

£23.9million

£46.6million

Delay per vehicle
of 4 minutes
55 seconds in
AM peak

Low cost,
high benefit

Delay per vehicle
of 4 minutes
59 seconds in
AM peak

Medium cost,
medium benefit

COST
COST

BENEFITS

AM journey time saving

BENEFITS

AM journey time saving

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

WESTBOUND

EASTBOUND

2 minutes
59 seconds

0 minutes
34 seconds

3 minutes
27 seconds

3 minutes
1 seconds

SOUTH EAST BRISTOL AND WHITCHURCH

The Need

Demand / Congestion Levels
• The A37, A4 and A4174 suffer from high traffic levels
and congestion.
• Drivers often look for alternative routes – particularly
around Whitchurch. Local pressure is placed on
minor local routes including Ridgeway Lane, Maggs
Lane, minor routes north east of Whitchurch,
Stockwood Lane and minor routes via Queen
Charlton.
• There are often severe delays at key locations due
to a lack of alternatives, specifically the Hicks Gate
Roundabout and West Town Lane junctions.
Projected car journey times for selected routes
during the morning peak hour
Fortfield Road/Whitchurch Lane junction
to Hengrove Way via Whitchurch Lane (Eastbound)

9am
8am

2013 183 seconds
2036 206 seconds

(+13%)

A4 from Hicks Gate to West Town Lane junction
(Northbound)

9am
8am

2013 337 seconds
2036 390 seconds

Commuter Destinations from Whitchurch
• The area is predominately residential with a high
demand for commuter travel to employment in
Bristol.
• There is no direct bus service between the
East Fringe and areas south of Bristol such as
Whitchurch.
• Public transport serves the Bristol City Centre only,
particularly from Whitchurch. Commuter travel
demand patterns show significant demand to
other destinations, with no public transport option
available.

(+16%)

A4 from West Town Lane junction to Three Lamps
A4-A37 junction (Northbound)

9am
8am

2013 304 seconds
2036 375 seconds

(+23%)

A37/A4174 traffic lights

SOUTH EAST BRISTOL AND WHITCHURCH

The Process

The issues identified on the
previous board have directly
informed the objectives as follows:
1. Mitigate increased travel
demand enabling planned
growth (JSP and non-JSP).

2. Provide a range of
convenient and attractive
journey options for south east
Bristol to key destinations
such as Bristol City Centre and
Keynsham.

Rational / Process
A variety of options have been
considered. Each has been
assessed in a two-stage process
as follows:
• Stage 1 – Assessment against
strategic and management
cases;
• Stage 2 – Assessment against
economic and financial cases
(only schemes that passed
Stage 1).

The potential schemes that
were shortlisted for scheme
development and assessment
were grouped into the following
packages:
• Orbital Highway link
• A4 Corridor Public Transport
• A37 Corridor Public Transport
• Orbital Multi-modal Corridor
• Active Travel options

3. Increase connectivity to
improve access around south
east Bristol, reduce delays
on the existing road network
and minimise inappropriate
movements on local roads.

4. Improve journey time
reliability for public transport.
Park and Ride

Hicks Gate roundabout

Traffic

SOUTH EAST BRISTOL AND WHITCHURCH

Options
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Orbital Highway Link
The Orbital Highway link comprises a series of new
highway schemes between A4/A4174 at Hicks Gate
and Whitchurch Lane, also linking to Hengrove.

A4 - A37
Orbital Route - A4-A37 Link – Blue route:
• Option A - Orbital Route A4-A37
(40mph road providing intermediate junction
access to new development site at Whitchurch).
• Option B - Orbital Route A4-A37
(50mph road with no intermediate junction access
to new development site).

A37 - Whitchurch Lane
Orbital Route - West of A37 link:
• Option C - Orbital Route West of A37
(Washing Pound Lane) – Grey route
• Option D - Orbital Route West of A37
(Half Acre Lane) – Orange route
Both are single carriageway with parallel pedestrian
and cycle routes.

Hicks Gate Junction Improvement:
• Option E - Hicks Gate Junction Improvement
(A4 Keynsham to A4174) - Pink circle

SOUTH EAST BRISTOL AND WHITCHURCH

Hicks Gate Park & Ride

Park & Ride Expansion

A4174

Option Overview
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An option exists to provide expanded Park
& Ride (P&R) capacity at Hicks Gate of 1,800 spaces,
replacing the existing Brislington site which needs
to be relocated to accommodate one of the new
developments at Brislington.
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Of the eight options looked at the following two are
best performing.
Brislington P&R (1,300 spaces)

• Option H1 - next to Durley Hill

KEYNSHAM

• Option H2 - west of roundabout towards Bristol

Hicks Gate Roundabout

Longwell Green
(A4174)

Overview

Bristol

Hicks
Gate
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Bath (A4)
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Avon Fire and
Rescue Service

Option 2

B&NES Council has looked at several options for improving
the traffic flow. Two options have been shortlisted for further
consideration. The table below shows the projected impact
on the number of queuing vehicles for each option.

Bristol

Hicks
Gate

Du

The A4/A4174 Hicks Gate Roundabout is a key junction
on the A4 between Bristol and Bath and is located at the
western end of the Keynsham Bypass. This is also the
terminal junction at the southern end of the A4174 Ring
Road route through East Bristol and the North Fringe. The
Hicks Gate Roundabout suffers from heavy traffic at key
times. The flow of traffic could be greatly improved by altering
the layout.

Options

Longwell Green
(A4174)

Do nothing

Option 2

Option 3

A4174 Ring Road

27

18

16

A4 Bypass

24

19

17

£9.23m

£9.53m
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Option 3

A4

Avon Fire and
Rescue Service

Cost

SOUTH EAST BRISTOL AND WHITCHURCH

Options

A37 Corridor Public Transport

Bristol City
Centre

Option Overview
The A37 corridor options could provide a high-quality
public transport service from the Whitchurch area into
Bristol and develop a new 500 space Park & Ride site
at Whitchurch. The shortlisted scheme options are
outlined below.

KNOWLE

• Option J - Enhanced bus service on A37
(Whitchurch - Bristol); and
Of the 11 sites looked at the following two are best
performing:
• Whitchurch P&R:

HENGROVE

A4174

- Option K1 – Site 4 west of A37, north of Norton
Lane

Option K1

- Option K2 – Site 5 west of A37, south of Church
Road

North of Norton Lane

Option K2

Alternative routing options for public transport services
have been considered, including routing via the new
link road to Hicks Gate and then the A4.

South of Church Road

Option J

Journey time analysis shows the A37 to provide the
fastest journey times to Bristol City Centre and was
therefore selected as the core option.

WHITCHURCH

An outline assessment for the potential to provide new
lengths of bus lane on the A37 was undertaken. New
bus lanes were explored with the potential to generate
a small journey time saving of around a minute. Given
the limited potential benefit, no new bus lanes have
been included in the scheme design at this stage.
A new six bus-per-hour service is proposed serving
the new development site in Whitchurch and P&R in
addition to the existing two bus-per-hour service on
the corridor (376).
A four bus-per-hour service comprising two new
services and the existing two services (376) has
also been considered.

A37
10

A4
B3119

9

A4174

8

A37
7
6

11

5
4

3
1

2

The JTS identifies
a P&R site at
Whitchurch as a
strategic option to
enable interchange
for journeys from
south of Bristol.
Ten site options
were identified,
these are illustrated
in the map left.

SOUTH EAST BRISTOL AND WHITCHURCH

Options

Orbital Multi-Modal Corridor
M32

Option Overview

EMERSONS
GREEN

This scheme is dependent on the construction of the
orbital highway link which would connect the Hicks
Gate Roundabout to Whitchurch.
As well as the highway link, this scheme option
includes an express bus service between Hengrove
and Emersons Green (linking to MetroBus M1 route at
either end) with bus priority measures on the new link
and existing ring road.

A4174

BRISTOL

LONGWELL
GREEN

• Option M – Orbital multi-modal corridor, Hengrove
to Emersons Green via Whitchurch – Pink route.
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Whitchurch is well served by cycling infrastructure, lying on the
existing National Cycle Network (NCN) Route 3 which follows
the Whitchurch railway line to Bristol City Centre.
The orbital and A4 schemes discussed above include significant
improvements to walking and cycling provision.
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The Future

LANSDOWN

SWAINSWICK

The Council is looking to add an
additional 300 homes on new urban
intensification sites up to 2036.

BATHEASTON

KELSTON

A4

BATHFORD

BATHAMPTON

RUH

These will be identified and allocated in the Local
Plan in addition to sites already committed in the
existing local development plans.
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CLAVERTON

The additional traffic generated by 300 extra
homes up to 2036 is unlikely to require strategic
intervention.

ENGLISHCOMBE
COMBE DOWN

The number of two-way vehicle trips daily from 300 homes is
estimated at 850 (275 of which would be during peak hours).

9am
8am

135

140

two-way trips

two-way trips

6pm 5pm

Our Successes in Bath and What We Are
Doing

MONKTON COMBE

Bath Riverside
SOUTH STOKE

Sites within or close to the city
centre with good accessibility could
be expected to yield much lower
than average trip rates.
Surveys undertaken at the Bath
Riverside site show that the two-way
trip rate over a typical weekday was:
10am

0.35 two-way
trips per home

7am
16% during
the 2001 2011 Census.

37% during the 2001 2011 Census and since
the introduction of the
Bath Transport Strategy.

6.4% of historic
growth in rail.

0.434 two-way
trips per home

3pm
7pm

Investment of £27million
from Bath Transport
Package enabling 23%
increase in capacity.

Expanding Park &
Ride sites allowing for
an 18% increase in
capacity.

We are also investing in the following: Walking & Cycling
Packages, MetroWest, Mass Transit and further P&R Expansions.

Therefore, in contrast to what
might normally be expected, the
generation with 300 units here is
only 105 and 130 vehicle trips over
the weekday peak periods.

MONKTON
FARLEIGH

